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Ford's Super Stallion 
does it all and 
cleans up after itself 

by Mark Vaughn 
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t is nearly silent in the Arizona desert on this cold, still morn

ing. Across the track we hear the sounds of birds chirping to 

one another and lizards skittering through the sagebrush. The 

sounds of the door closing on the Ford Mustang Super Stallion 
and the seatbelts reeling out from their mounting points in the 

seatback take on a distinct clarity out here. Then, by turning the key 

one click to ignition, the morning calm is shattered. The fuel pump 

starts its high-pitched, manic whine from the back of the car. A fan 

under the hood spins loudly, blasting air through an engine com

partment stuffed full of chrome-plated plumbing. 

Another click of the key and the crank inside 

the big SA-liter V8 truck block starts to turn. 

The dual overhead cams in heads 

from the 4.6-liter Mustang 
start to open and close the 

overhead valves. And 

the monstrous Garrett 

supercharger bolted on 

top of it all begins its 
whirring-a plaintive 

cry for air to compress. 
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The whining, cranking and rumbling vibrations from inside 
the engine compartment cause the lowered, elongated body
work to shake, the interior plastic to squeak, and the gauges 
to dance back and forth across their dials until, with a hit of 
the accelerator pedal, the whole assembly blasts to life, 
the engine firing loudly with thousands of tiny detona-
tions rat-a-tat-tatting under the bulging hood. We stab 
the accelerator once or twice just because it seems 
like the car wants us to, then push the gearshift left 
and up, and set out. 

But this is no mere over-built muscle car from the 
aftermarket performance parts hopper. It is a green 
machine. Ford, the leading manufacturer of alter
native-fueled vehicles in the United States, has 
created a marriage of automotive performance and 
environmental sensitivity. The Super Stallion is 
capable of running on either unleaded premium or 
clean-burning ethanol ES5. With everything hook
ed up and running, this 
bi-fueled and therefore 
environmentally friendly 
monster is capable of mak
ing 590 horsepower and 
537 lb ft of torque " all 
day long" on ES5. That's 
according to our passen
ger, John Coletti, manager 
of Ford's Special Vehicle 
Engineering team, which 
built the Super Stallion. 

The bi-fuel capability 
encourages the use of 
ES5, for the fuel has 
an octane rating of lOS 
vs. gasoline's 97 RON. 
And when 100 percent 
ES5 is · sensed by the 
engine's EEC-V comput
er, it cranks the pressure 
up on the Garrett super
charger from S to 12 psi, 
adding about 45 hp to 
the engine's maximum 
output. Knowing that, 
an owner would have an 
incentive to seek out a 
source of clean-burning 
ES5. Like Dick Guld
strand's natural gas-fueled 
GS90 Corvette (A W, Jan. 

"II a guy gets 

the same power 

with or without 

alcohol, he's got no 

incentive to run the 

cleaner luel. But il 

he knows he's going 

to get more power 

he's going to go 

lind the alcohol." 

27, 1992), the Super Stallion shows that clean and green can still 
be mean. 

But not without a few glitches. The ethanol and gasoline sup
plies for this bi-fueled vehicle are stored in separate tanks, and a 
fuel pressure problem in the ethanol tank has us running on unlead
ed premium today, so the EEC-V computer has left us with only 
S psi on the blower, giving us 45 fewer horses and 40 less lb ft of 
torque. Sadly, we'll be forced to make do with only 545 hp today. 

Only 545. 
Even that much isn ' t easy to civilize, so our very first drive in 

the Super Stallion is a bit dicey. Takeup through the multi-disc 
McLeod clutch system and the gearshifts through the meaty Borg
Warner T56 six-speed manual ("the only thing that could handle 
the torque," Coletti explains) are not smooth. To a left foot used 
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to the refined take up and engagement of BMW sand Hondas with 
hundreds of fewer horses, this car feels ragged and rough. It's 
more automotive culture shock than anything else, but we tool 
around the big, five-mile oval at Ford's Arizona Proving Grounds 
at a moderate speed-about 100 mph. 

That, of course, won't do. A few laps later we stop for some 
static photography, then get back out on the oval. This time it's 
different. Coletti's still in the passenger seat but, since we know 
he's a hot rodder from way back, we try stomping on the gas with 
abandon, releasing the clutch like a drag racer and spinning the 
meaty 265/40ZR-lS tires like we were trying to prove some sort 
of torquey point. We repeat this procedure all the way up through 
the gears, getting rubber in the first three, and suddenly the 
raggedness is gone, the shifts come quickly and easily. The Super 
Stallion rises perfectly to the occasion. 

There, much better. Only at full whomp can Coletti's creation 
be truly appreciated. The Super Stallion is no delicate thing. If it 
were on a football team it would be a lineman, not a reedy wide 
receiver. Coletti, who has degrees in mechanical engineering and 
a long background designing Mustangs at Ford, explains it to us 
in complex engineering terms: 

"It likes to be hammered." 
So away we hammer. Ford lists 0-to-60 on gasoline at 4.3 sec

onds, with the quarter-mile coming up in 12.7 seconds at 112.S 
mph. On ES5, it runs 0-to-60 in 3.7 seconds and the quarter-mile 
in 12.1 seconds at 117 mph. We get up quickly to 125 mph in 
sixth gear on the test track 's high-banked oval, where a fuel cut
off stalls further progress. The Super Stallion feels stable and 
flat even at top speed and, naturally, we want to go faster. The 
only inconsistency in the handling at this point is a slight flutter in 
the suspension coming off the banking and back onto the flat 
straights-the car rolls just a bit unstably, with an accompanying 
unwanted steering input. 

"It hasn ' t all been sorted out yet," Coletti says. 
There's no need to apologize. As a show car engineered and 

built in just seven months for the Ford stand at the SEMA show, 
we don't expect it to work perfectly. It certainly did well on the 
stand, drawing crowds and enlisting interest in Ford performance 
from an audience that knew that the stock CamarolFirebird still 
outpowers the stock Mustang. 

And for a show car it's an amazing driver. Coletti says that, 
without the Super Stallion's 125-mph fuel cutoff, the car will 
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reach a theoretical top speed of 175 mph, "but I wouldn't take 
it much over 140 without doing any wind-tunnel work. " 

With the fuel cutoff, we can ' t anyway. So we head for the 
Proving Grounds' black lake asphalt patch for some autocross
style handling runs. Here we can get a feel for the car's radical 
new suspension. 

Instead of MacPherson struts up front, the SVE team devised a 
short-/long-arm suspension to keep the front wheels in line. The 
SLA setup is tuned to provide more negative camber for quicker 
turn-in and better handling at the limit, as well as better anti-dive 
characteristics, Coletti says. To get the same response from the 
stock MacPherson struts would require cranking them down so 
hard that there would be little room left for comfort. As it is, the 
Stallion's front end is comfortably compliant. 

The independent rear suspension can be fully appreciated only 
by looking at it through the clear plexiglass wall in the trunk. The 
polished, billet aluminum mounting cradle for the rear suspension 
belongs in an automotive fine arts gallery. The cradle holds the two 
horizontally mounted Koni double-adjustable shocks wrapped in 

No matter how delicately you apply the throttle, 545 
horsepower is still 545 horsepower, so the Super Stallion is 
a handful around the slalom course. In a straight line (page 17) 
it does much better. Maximum horsepower (on E85 fuel) is 590. 

coil springs. The shocks and springs attach at the edges of the cra
dle to the push-pull rods running up from the rear short-spindle 
SLA suspension pieces. In addition to greatly reducing unsprung 
weight, the rear setup virtually eliminates wheel hop under hard 
acceleration, and the toe and camber curves are almost completely 
neutral, which means there is hardly any rear-steer effect. 

" It's very stable, very flat," says Coletti. " We've dialed in lots 
of anti-dive, anti-squat and anti-lift, and yet we still have a very 
nice, reasonable ride characteristic." 

He's right. The slight instability coming off the banking of the 
oval was the only handling problem we noticed all day. Over the 
few bumps at the Proving Grounds, the independent rear soaks up 
the irregularities with ease and keeps putting the power down all 
morning, perhaps too much power. 

At the coned--off course full of short, very tight corners, it's 
easy to see that wheelspin, not turn-in or roll, is going to be the 
biggest problem with this car. The handling course is too tight for 
a vehicle with this much grunt, so getting through the cones 
becomes a matter of delicate throttle application. With the wheels 
spinning, despite the Torsen rear differential, the Stallion is limit
ed in what it can do in such tight quarters. Nonetheless, the turn
in at each cone is remarkably sharp, and the . 13-inch front and 
12-inch rear discs with ABS are exponentially better than the 
stock brakes. Ford lists 60-to-0-braking distance at just 116.7 feet, 
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which is about 10 feet shorter than stock Mustangs and within 
a couple of feet of the best production cars on the market we've 
tested, from the Ferrari F355 to the Porsche Turbo. An unmodi
fied Mustang GT at the track for comparison goes straight into the 
cones on the first couple of turns. Once we adjust for the braking, 
we still lose about two seconds per lap on our slalom times, from 
54 to 56 seconds. The difference in lap times between the two 
vehicles would surely lengthen at a more appropriate track. We'd 
really like to see this car on a course with longer straights and 
more wide-open, sweeping turns. 

And we'd really like to see it in a showroom. Will we? 
"This car represents a lot of the things we want to do," Coletti 

says. "Everything on this car is doable. We could build this car 
right now for less than the cost of a Viper. " 

So will you? 
"This one has definitely no production plans," Coletti says. 

"It's a show-stopper, it's supposed to say, 'Here are some of the 
things we could do on this car.' " 

And, Coletti says, some of the things Ford could do on other 
cars, though he won ' t say which 
things and on which cars. As a 
complete vehicle, Coletti doesn't 
believe there would be a market 
for a Super Stallion, even though 
there is a market for a Viper and 
a Corvette. Even a short produc
tion run like the Cobra R wouldn't 
be feasible. 

"Yes, we could sell 250 of these 
in limited release," he says, "but 
what's the point of that? There are 
lots of cars out there that are tech
nologically successful but market
ing failures. Once you cross certain 
thresholds-$30,000, $40,000-

your market goes way down. Look at the Supra, 300ZX; once they 
got over $30,000, the market just dove.' , 

But if Ford really wanted to garner interest in alternative-fueled 
vehicles, as it seems to be doing with flex-fueled Tauruses and 
natural gas-powered Crown Victorias, what better way could 
there be than to put this high-profile, high-performance car in the 
showroom? If you can outrun a Corvette or a Viper using a fuel 
that just happens to be cleaner-burning, why not make hot rodding 
a green sport? 

As Coletti himself says, "If a guy gets the same power with 
or without alcohol, he's got no incentive to run the cleaner fuel. 
But if he knows he's going to get more power he's going to go find 
the alcohoL" 

So build it, Ford, and make both the green party and the street 
party happy .• 
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